
Raine is Canadian, born and raised, and constantly moved between
Ontario and Quebec with her military family. She moved to Michigan,
USA, in 2004, where she currently still resides with her husband and son.

She has always had a vivid imagination and loved reading and writing
from a very young age. She took courses in Children’s Literature through
ICL in Illinois, and published her debut steampunk adventure in 2020.
She has participated in NaNoWriMo for over a decade and was a
Municipal Liaison for the Detroit region for six years.

Everything changed the day he ran into her with his jet thousands of
feet in the sky.

Freelance pilot Ferenc Janos's life is turned upside down when Olivia
Gillies, a woman who can control air and travel through lightning, tells
him he's the guardian of the air elemental. Around the same time as
her sudden arrival, masked figures have been appearing around the
city with the ability to summon and control strange creatures. Their
target? The homeless girl who happened to steal his wallet.

Ferenc doesn't understand his new role or why he feels a strange need
to protect her, but if he can't set aside his skepticism long enough to
learn from Olivia, then a much more powerful threat could be
unleashed onto the universe.
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LOOK INSIDE

"From the first page, it really hooks you and does not let
you go—those are my favorite types of stories, and Raine
always manages to come out swinging but also manages to
keep me coming back." - Z King

"A contemporary fantasy with contrasting heroes,
intriguing character interactions, a versatile magic system,
and a slow burn mystery that kept me reading." - Janine
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